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Report on the Seventh Session of the Tropical Experiment Board (TEB)

The TEB met in Geneva, Switzerland at the WMO February 25-26, 1975. 
The successful field phase was reviewed and the TEB took several deci
sions regarding the organization of work to assure the completion of the 
processing of the data, its availability to the scientific community, 
and its analysis to meet the scientific objectives of GATE.

The data management scheme is an important part of the post-field 
activities. The TEB endorsed the coordinated data processing strategy 
as proposed by the Fourth Informal GATE Data Management Meeting (14-17 
January, 1975, Geneva). One part of this plan of immediate interest to 
the community of GATE scientists is the priority schedule in processing 
the GATE data, as follows:

"The ultimate priority for all GATE NPC's is to ensure that all 
data collected by GATE dedicated platforms is internationally exchanged 
with WDCs and SDCs (as required by these Centers) by 31 March 1976. In 
order to provide a coordinated flow of data over this 18-month period, 
the represented NPC's agree to follow a priority scheme. This scheme 
is for scheduling the international exchange of nationally processed 
and validated data by their NPC and specialized processing centers.
Each NPC would ensure the exchange of as many different types of measure
ments as is possible which will not jeopardize the exchange of all col
lected data by 31 March 1976."
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"First Priority is to exchange the Phase III high priority days (Septem
ber 5-6 and 12-13) by 15 June 1975.

Second and Third Priorities are to exchange the remainder of Phase III 
and the high priority days of Phase II (August 10-14). Each NPC is to 
choose which of these are their own second and third priorities such 
that the second priority exchange is completed by 31 October 1975 with 
the third completed by 31 December 1975.

Fourth Priority is for the remainder of Phase II by late 1975-early 1976. 

Fifth Priority is for Phase I by 31 March 1976."

The TEB confirmed the plan to terminate as of 31 March 1975 the 
International Scientific and Management Group (ISMG), which has been 
working in Bracknell near London in space provided by the UK Meteorologi
cal Office. The continuing responsibility for GATE will then be assumed 
by the newly established GARP Activities Office (GAO), located in WMO 
Headquarters, Geneva, Switzerland. The GAO is under the direction of 
Prof. Bo Doos who, at the same time, is continuing as Director of the 
Joint Planning Staff (JPS) for GARP, also located at WMO. There are 
plans now being implemented for two scientific officers at GAO to be 
assigned to continuing GATE tasks.

TEB recognized that the GAO would need additional support from the 
nations in order to function as an effective coordinating and advisory 
staff. TEB urged GATE participant nations to provide on a seconded 
basis experts as required to work at GAO. TEB also recommended that 
GATE participant nations maintain national focal points through which 
could take place exchanges of experience and data processing information, 
and information on scientific program studies. TEB, in addition, re
commended establishment of a cadre of GATE scientists to assist the GAO 
with problems and questions beyond the scope and resources of GAO. Nomi
nations for this cadre would be worked out through the TEB, the Joint 
Organizing Committee for GARP (JOC), and the Director of the GAO. The 
focal point in the USA for maintaining liaison with the GAO is the US 
GATE Project Office, Dr. James Rasmussen, Director, NOAA, Rockville, MD. 
20852; (telephone: 301-496-8841).
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GATE Advisory Panel of the 
U.S. Committee for the Global Atmospheric Research Program 

(National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D. C.)

Resolution adopted 10 December 1974

The Panel appoints six of its members as program coordinators 
who will fulfill the following functions:

(1) They will provide liaison between the U.S. GATE scientific 
community and the various international committees and working groups 
in the five GATE subprograms (synoptic, convection, etc.).

(2) They will solicit from appropriate members of the scientific 
community, guidance for the U.S. GATE Project Office, CEDDA and other 
government groups involved in the GATE program, in matters in which 
there is need for detailed technical advice from a specific segment of 
the scientific community. In addition to performing a review function, 
they will be responsible for proposing the initiation of new programs, 
as needed, to insure the fulfillment of the GATE scientific objectives.

(3) With the cooperation of the GATE Project Office, they will 
organize working groups and convene meetings, as needed, to carry out 
the advising function described in (2) above and to promote communica
tion between various research groups working on related problems.

Collectively the program coordinators will share responsibility 
for providing the government with guidance on the full range of GATE 
related scientific problems, and for promoting communication and coopera
tion among the total community of U.S. scientists involved in GATE 
related research.
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The Panel has nominated the following six individuals as program 
coordinators:

Alan Betts:
(Col. State Un.)
Fort Collins, Colo.

Robert Burpee:
(NHEML)
Miami, Fla.

Stephen Cox:
(Col. State Un.)
Fort Collins, Colo.

Walter Diiing:
(Un. of Miami)
Miami, Fla.

Michael Garstang:
(Un. of Virginia)
Charlottesville, Va.

Joanne Simpson: Radar and precipitation studies;
(Un. of Virginia)
Charlottesville, VA.

The program coordinators mentioned above plan to arrange informal 
discussions session during the AMS Conference on Tropical Meteorology, 
Key Biscayne, Florida, 27-30 May 1975. Those interested in further 
information on USA GATE analysis studies are invited to contact these 
coordinators or inquire to Dr. John Perry, Executive Scientist, USC 
for GARP, NAS, 2101 Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington, D. C. 20418; 
telephone 202-389-6619.

Analysis of convective scale data; 
convective modeling and parameterization

Synoptic analysis; large-scale modeling

Radiation

Oceanographic problems in GATE

Boundary layer
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U. S. Coast Guard Aftermath of GATE

Many of you may have wondered what became of this Coast Guard unit 
or where is that coastguardsman now that 5 months have elapsed since 
the termination of the field phases of GATE. The following will bring 
you up to date on these units and individuals and the numerous awards 
resulting from their activities in GATE that have been presented to 
them.

USCGC DALLAS returned to her home port of Governors Island, New 
York on 30 September 1974 to a tumultuous welcome by friends, relatives, 
and Coast Guard staff personnel led by VADM Rea, Commander, Coast 
Guard Atlatnic Area. The highlight of the festivities was the presen
tation of the Coast Guard Unit Commendation to DALLAS for exceptionally 
meritorious service during GATE. DALLAS, as would be expected, has had 
a long deserved in port period since then and only recently has resumed 
normal Coast Guard operations. Capt. John Mihlbauer, Commanding Officer 
of the ship during GATE, was reassigned on 31 October and is presently 
serving on VADM Rea's staff. He was awarded the Coast Guard Commenda
tion Medal in recognition of his many valuable contributions to the Pro
ject. Many of the DALLAS crew have since been transferred to other 
Coast Guard units or have returned to civilian life.

The GATE Telecommunications Control Center was disestablished as 
a unit on 24 September and upon return to the U.S., the 20 Coast Guard 
radiomen and electronic technicians who had been assigned to it headed 
for their permanent duty stations. This unit was also awarded the Coast 
Guard Unit Commendation for exceptionally meritorious GATE service. 
Presentation of the award was made to the men by RADM Scarborough,
Chief, Office of Operations, Coast Guard Headquarters, the day they re
turned to the U.S.. CWO Pat Flynn, who commanded the radio center, 
retired from the Coast Guard in December after 30 years of service.
Pat was presented the Meritorious Service Medal in Long Beach, Califor
nia on the day of his retirement for his outstanding performance of 
duty during GATE. The Meritorious Service Medal is the counterpart of 
the Bronze Star Medal for the recognition of meritorious noncombat 
service and Pat is the first Coast Guard Warrant Officer ever to be 
awarded it. Those of you who knew Pat and worked with him know that 
this award is well-deserved.

Finally, LCDR Andy Durkee, who was the Coast Guard's liaison to 
the Project Office and who formulated and implemented the GATE Commun- 
cation Plans, was reassigned and is presently serving as Executive 
Officer of USCGC VIGILANT, a modern 210 foot cutter that carries out 
search and rescue (SAR) efforts and enforces laws and treaties. VIGI
LANT is home ported in New Bedford, Maine. Andy was also awarded the 
Coast Guard Commendation Medal in recognition of his effort and perfor
mance .

The Coast Guard was proud to have participated in such a prestigious 
scientific endeavor, in which international cooperation was so crucial. 
It is hoped that the Coast Guard was able to make a significant contri
bution towards fulfilling GATE's objectives.

LCDR Howard A. Newhoff, USCG
-5-
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Papers Dealing with GATE 
during the

Ninth Technical Conference on Tropical Meteorology 
American Meteorology Society 

May 27 - 30, 1975 
Key Biscayne, Florida

Dr. R. Burpee, Chairperson of the Program Committee for the AMS 
Tropical Meteorology Conference, has kindly supplied us with advance 
information on the program, in particular with papers dealing expli
citly with GATE. Current plans are for two sessions devoted to GATE, 
but many other papers on GATE results or related to GATE will be scat
tered throughout the other sessions. Below are papers that are known 
to be GATE related and are grouped by topics in accordance with the 
preliminary program. In addition, there may well be many other papers 
that bear on GATE scientific objectives. The complete program and 
schedule for the meeting will appear soon in the February issue of the 
BULLETIN of the AMS.

Observations from Instruments on GATE Ships

A status report on the U.S. GATE program. J. Rasmussen, U.S. GATE 
Project Office, NOAA.

Calibration and Intercomparison of GATE weather radars. Michael 
D. Hudlow and Wolfgang D. Scherer, CEDDA, NOAA.

The surface meteorological and radiation instrumentation and re
cording systems used on the U.S. B-scale ships during GATE. K. 
Echternacht, Institute for Acoustical Research, Miami, Fla.;
M. Poindexter, AOML, NOAA, Miami, Fla.; and W. Seguin, CEDDA, NOAA.

Surface meteorological variables and energy fluxes observed on 
a GATE B-scale ship. Peter L. Grose and Ward R. Sequin, CEDDA,
NOAA.

Results of a preliminary analysis of GATE ship intercomparison data. 
Ward R. Sequin, Frederic Godshall, Frank Richards and Paul Sabol, 
CEDDA, NOAA.

U.S. GATE upper air data processing status. Donald T. Acheson and 
Katherine B. Kidwell, CEDDA, NOAA.

Use of GATE radar data to evaluate convective transports. Robert 
A. Houze, Jr. and Colleen A. Leary, University of Washington.

The nature of precipitation lines in the GATE area. G. L. Austin 
and M. Haynes, McGill University.
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Observations from Airborne Instruments

The GATE cloud-base Z-R relationship. John Cunning, Jack Thomas 
and Robert Sax, NHEML, NOAA.

The GATE dropwindsonde program. R. H. Simpson, U. VA. Charlottes
ville, Va.; P. K. Govind, NCAR and R. Holle, NHEML, NOAA.

A comparison of the NCAR L-188 and NOAA DC-6 gust probe systems 
during GATE. C. B. Emmanuel, Brad Bean, ERL, NOAA; and R. L. 
Grossman, Neil D. Kelley, NCAR.

GATE airborne microscale turbulence measurements - a preliminary 
report. Francis J. Merceret, NHEML, NOAA.

Results from cloud physics studies during GATE. Helmut Weickman, 
Peter Kuhn, Paul Allee and Alexis B. Long, At. Phy. § Chem. Lab. NOAA.

Surface albedo variations over tropical west Africa, Stephen K.
Cox, Col. State U.

Preliminary results of the University of Maryland-NCAR GATE Infra
red radiation experiment. Robert G. Ellingson, U of Md.; John 
C. Gille and Claire Sheldon, NCAR.

A radiative heating model derived from the GATE MSR experiment.
W.L. Smith and W. C. Shen, NESS, NOAA.

Preliminary Analyses of GATE Data

The near-real time global four-dimensional analysis experiment 
during the GATE period. K. Miyakoda, L. Umscheid, D. Lee, J.
Sirutis, R. Lusen and F. Pratt, GFDL, NOAA.

Analysis of low level flows over the GATE A-scale June 16 - Sept.
23, 1974. T. N. Krishnamurti and Charles E. Levy, FI. State U.

Theoretical consideration of an objective analysis plan of GATE 
data. Katsuyuki Ooyama, NCAR.

Optimized numerical analysis scheme for energetics analysis with 
GATE upper air data. H. Alan Burgdorf and Ernest C. Kung, U. of 
Mo. - Columbia.

Large-scale circulation and radiation regimes over the tropics 
during GATE. Jay S. Winston, NESS, NOAA.
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Climatological aspects of west African disturbance lines during 
GATE. C. Aspliden and Y. Tourre, U. of Va.

Evaluation of the new wind data from SMS-1. L. F. Hubert, NESS, 
NOAA.

GATE area wind sets from geosynchronous satellite images. David 
W. Martin and Gary C. Chatters, U of Wise.

Analysis of cloudiness over the GATE B-scale area. A. Gruber and 
W. Replane, NESS, NOAA.

Cumulus Convection and Cumulus Modeling

A study of convective activity on the B-scale during GATE. David 
Rodenhuis, U of Md.

Study of diurnal variations in convection using the QUADRA radar 
during the GATE: Phases I and II. Frank D. Marks, Jr. MIT

Tropical Ocean-Atmosphere Coupling

The GATE oceanographic equatorial experiment. George Philander, 
GFDL, NOAA.

GATE B-scale oceanography program - preliminary results. Claes 
Rooth, U. of Miami.

Progress report on the GATE C-scale oceanographic experiment.
David Halpern, Pac. Marine Env. Lab., NOAA.

Tropical Boundary Layer

Intercomparison of GATE boundary layer systems in fair weather. 
Margaret A. LeMone and William T. Pennell, NCAR; and Michael 
Garstang, U. of Va.

The first 1000 m above a GATE ship. M. Garstang, J. Simpson,
G. D. Emmitt, G. Barnes and Ed Tollerud, U. of Va.

Momentum redistribution by enhanced mixing. G. D. Emmitt, U.of Va.

Impact of GATE convection upon the fine weather boundary layer.
J. Simpson, M. Garstang, C. Ronne, E. Varona, U. of Va.; and R. 
Holle, NHEML, NOAA.
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Tropical Cyclogenesis and Hurricane Structure

An abortive Cape Verdes cyclogenesis. Edward J. Zipser, NCAR.

Convective Rainfall Studies

On the applicability of the universal daily rainfall distribution 
curve to the GATE Mexican Stations. Gilberto Martinez Mares, 
Mexican Weather Service.

Theoretical and Observational Studies of Synoptic-Scale Waves

African disturbances, Noel LaSeur, Fla. State U.

Observational Studies of Tropical Weather Systems

The low-level structure of an African disturbance, Clark L. Smith 
and William T. Pennell, NCAR.

(

Note: In addition to the scheduled sessions above, there probably 
will be informal sessions on GATE matters arranged by the program 
coordinators of the GATE Advisory Panel of the US Committee for 
GARP (see page 4).
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ONE DAY IN THE LIFE OF PHASE III 5 September 1974 Julian Day 248

This day was selected to illustrate a multi-mission day with 
nine aircraft in the air. The missions flown included single aircraft 
squall line, oceanographic and radiation missions, in addition to a 
classic Basic GATE Mission. The latter mission was flown in a box 
pattern with six aircraft stacked vertically from 500 to 39,000 feet. 
This pattern successfully boxed the C array during the development and 
maturity of an intense cluster centered on the array. The material 
for 5 September 1974 consists of:

• Minutes of the Mission Selection Team meeting of 4 September.

• Three geostationary satellite photographs to illustrate the 
cloud cover input to mission planning.

• Report of the Mission Scientist, including his log of 
decision-making events.

• Reports of the four Airborne Mission Scientists.

• A-scale maps for 1200Z map time: surface wind over the sea 
and 500/600-m winds over land; 700- and 200-mb wind maps.
A legend and explanation is included to clarify the reading 
of the plotted data. In reproducing these maps for the 
BULLETIN, we had to crop them slightly owing to limitations 
in our photo-reproduction equipment. They are, of course, 
reproduced uncropped in the ISMG microfilm of preliminary 
data.

• B-scale maps for 1200Z map time: temperature, dew-point, winds 
and heights for surface, 700- and 200-mb maps.

• Summary of aircraft missions executed 5 September 1974, ex
tracted from the complete catalog of aircraft missions,
Summary of Aircraft Missions in the GATE described in GIB,
No . 3.
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• Detailed flight tracks for each aircraft with some data 
plotted. These were constructed at GOCC, Dakar, based on 
the navigators' logs and other available data. Here we 
have combined the individual sheets of the tracklines into 
composites to show the entire track on one page. Owing to 
the conical projection used, and the fact that the map sheets 
for regions south of the B-array were merely repeats of 
those drawn for more northerly regions, the sections do not 
match perfectly for flights extending further south than 
6%°N. The trackline charts are contained in the ISMG micro
film series in their full size, one sheet per frame. Note 
that no tracklines were plotted for the P3 nor for the Sabre
liner, Missions No. 248-1 and 248-3.

A general discussion of how aircraft mission selection, planning 
and implementation processes were carried out at Dakar, with a typical 
time schedule of the various events, is given in GATE INFORMATION 
BULLETIN No. 3.

(
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MISSION SELECTION TEAM SESSION No. 65 4 SEPTEMBER 1974 16:30

Report by AIRCRAFT OPERATIONS:

Available for planning for 5 September ops - U.K. C-130, U.S. C-130, 
CV-990, L-188, IL-18C, IL-18M, Sabreliner, Queenair, P-3.

Not available - DC-6 (25 hr. inspection), DC-7 (engine change), WC-135 
(crew rest).

Report by SHIP OPERATIONS:

The LOMONOSOV (station 30) returning to station from absence caused by 
medical problems. KURCHATOV (station 24) back on station after rendez
vous with tanker. TRIDENT (roving) remains in Dakar shipyard.

WEATHER Report:

The ITCZ has been located near 7N from 35W to the African coast. Bet
ween 20W and 30W there is considerable convective activity. North of 
8°N there has been very little convective activity in the B-scale array.

The troughs in the easterlies that have passed Dakar during the last two 
weeks have been very well developed and have been accompanied by more 
than normal convective activity. The trough that passed northwest of 
the B array yesterday still has a cyclonic circulation in the low levels 
with convective activity and is located near 35W at 1500. The next 
trough to the east is near 10W. This trough has cyclonic cloud bands 
in the visual satellite photographs.

OUTLOOK:

With the ITCZ now located near 7N and a trough in the easterlies at 
700 mb near 10W, it is expected that the ITCZ will be farther north 
tomorrow. The ITCZ will have a WSW-ENE orientation approximately through 
the middle of the B array. Given these conditions there is an 80% 
chance of having convective code 4 type convection in the center of the 
B array tomorrow.

SUBPROGRAMME SCIENTISTS RECOMMENDATION - Cox

Primary: 1A mission for the U.K. C-130 L-188, U.S. C-130, IL-18M, 
IL-18C, and CV-990. Squall line mission for the Queenair. 7B1 for the 
Sabreliner. 6D mission for the P-3.

Alternate: 5B2 for the U.K. C-130, L-188, and U.S. C-130. 7A2 
for the IL-18M and the IL-18C. The CV-990 should initially fly an 
aerial photo mission in support of the 5B2 and the proceed on to a 7B2.
A synoptic type mission as alternate for the Queenair.
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COMMENTS:

Dr. Borovikov expressed a strong opinion that a type 2 ITCZ cross
ing would be the most desirable mission for tomorrow's operations in 
view of the weather forecast. M. Alt was in complete agreement with 
Dr. Borovikov on this.

The U.K. representative stated that, in the event suppressed con
ditions are encountered tomorrow, the mission for the U.K. C-130 should 
be a 6 type mission in support of a current intensive oceanographic ob
servation programme on the DISCOVERY.

Dr. Ross and Dr. Zipser reported that the problem of possible in
terference between the P-3 and the other GATE aircraft has been given 
careful consideration. Since the P-3 flies primarily at 500 ft. in 
VFR conditions on its programme, some overlap with other aircraft is 
permissible. However, to minimize the potential problem of tracks phy
sically overlapping, it is desirable to stagger T.O. times as much as 
possible and have the P-3 operate when the array is clear of other air
craft .

MST DECIDES:

The primary mission for tomorrow's operations should be a combined 
type 2 ITCZ crossing and a 1A cloud cluster mission.

In view of its importance to both the 5B2 mission and the DISCOVERY 
operation, the U.K. C-130 should divide its time equally between these 
two in the event the alternate mission option is exercised.

MS - Dr. Pennell

AMS - Dr. Cox on the U.S. C-130 for the ITCZ crossing and cloud 
cluster primary missions and for the 5B2 alternate. Dr. Vasilyev on 
the IL-18M for the 7A2. Dr. Lazanoff in the P-3, Dr. Zipser in the 
Queenair, and Dr. Albrecht in the Sabreliner. The alternate AMS is 
Dr. Grossman in the L-188.

NOTE: In Dr. Kuettner's absence, Dr. Zipser presided over this meeting 
of the MST.
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08:00 248:74 01-A 0020-1801 4X4 IR IMAGE

SMS-A Infrared Image 0800Z

SMS-A Infrared Image 1300Z
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SMS-A %-Mile Resolution 1300Z
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Mission Scientist Report 
Mission Nos. 248-1, 2, 3, 4

MS: Pennell
AMS: Cox on U.S. C-130

The mission selection team approved the following missions for 
this day:

Mission #248-1, Type 6B
Aircraft: RP-3A

This mission was dedicated to fulfilling objectives of the Oceano
graphic subprogram.

Mission #248-2, Squall Line
Aircraft: Queenair

Mission #248-3, 7B1 or albedo mapping
Aircraft: Sabreliner

Mission #248-4, Type 1A or 2,
Aircraft: UK C-130 (1-2 hr 6B add-on after other

aircraft leave pattern.)

US C-130
L-188
IL-18M
IL-18C
CV-990

As an alternate for the 1A/2 mission the US C-130, UK C-130, 
and L-188 were to join for a 5B2 mission. At the end of the 5B2 mis
sion, the UK C-130 was to remain and execute a 6C mission. The alter
nate for the CV-990 was a 7B2 + cloud photography. The alternate 
for the two IL-18's was a cloud physics mission.

Mission 248-4

Mission Plan

The plans for the primary, 5B2 alternate and the 6B add-on for 
the UK-C130 are appended to this report. The alternates for the two 
IL-18's and the CV-990 were planned by the respective AMS for these 
missions. The initial point was chosen as 09°30'N and 22°30'W. The 
AMS was to arrive at the IP around 11:15 with all other aircraft in 
this mission arriving at noon. In response to a request from Dr. 
Borovikov, the IL-18C was placed above the IL-18M in the vertical stack 
for the primary mission. Since we were anticipating disturbed weather 
in the B-scale array, the VIZE and HECLA balloons were requested to be 
*Note: not included here.
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below 60 m from 12-28Z in order to allow the aircraft to operate in 
the C-scale array under IFR conditions. At 1900Z (4 September) the 
MS and AMS contacted Dr. Garstang on the DALLAS concerning the planned 
balloon status for the following day. Garstang reported that all 
balloons would be in the profile mode - between the surface and 1000 
meters and that QUADRA would be at anchor.

Mission Execution

In reviewing the IR satellite photographs the morning of the 
mission, it was evident that the more or less continuous ITC of the pre
vious day had broken up into a series of small clusters. In the 0700 
IR (satellite image) there were 7 individual clusters in or near the B- 
scale array with one small cluster apparently in the C-scale array.
The latter observation was confirmed both by the QUADRA radar fax and 
the 0715 conversation with radar scientists Dr. Hudlow on the OCEANO
GRAPHER. Both ship radars showed active convection in the C-scale ar
ray and its immediate vicinity. Based on this information, the primary 
mission looked quite probable by briefing time. However, it was de
cided in the event of going to the alternate, the mission scientist 
and ATC would assist the IL-18's in setting up a suitable area for 
their work.

After the AMS was airborne, the MS continued to review the in
coming satellite and radar data. Radar fax were received from the 
QUADRA on schedule, and they showed that convective activity was de
finitely on the increase in the QUADRA vicinity. GILLIS and OCEANO
GRAPHER radar also reported very active convection across the middle 
of the B-scale array.

By 10:30 the information from the satellite and the radars showed 
that an L-shaped band of active convection existed across the B-scale 
array. East of the QUADRA, the band made a turn toward the south and 
extended southward as far as the OCEANOGRAPHER. QUADRA and OCEANOGRAPHER 
radar indicated that the eastern portion of this line - at the heel 
of the L - was the most active. The echo system was persistent and 
not moving appreciably.* The MS called the AMS, advised him of the 
situation and suggested a box pattern be flown with the SW corner of 
the box placed near the QUADRA. At 11:55 the MS received the position 
of the pattern which was a 100 by 90 nautical mile box with the western 
and southern edges 15 nautical miles to the west and south of the 
QUADRA.

After the pattern was set, there were no further adjustments. The

* As the day progressed, this L-shaped pattern evolved into two active 
clusters - one located in the NE portion of the B-scale array (the 
one flown) and one in the NW portion of the array.
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only further communications between the AMS and MS, which affected the 
mission execution, concerned the 6B add-on for the UK C-130. At about 
14:20 Mr. Nicholls (MRF coordinator) talked to Prof. Woods on the ship 
DISCOVERY. Woods said that conditions were good for the thermal map
ping flight (6B). Nicholls worked out a flight plan which would take 
about 1 hour to execute. The MS then called the AMS and suggested 
that the UK C-130 carry out this mission since the UK C-130 could com
mence the 6B after the other aircraft had finished the 1A pattern.
This was done.

Conclusions

The mission was a definite success. Although QUADRA radar indi
cated that maximum convective activity (as reflected in the intensity 
of the echoes and in cloud top heights) was reached at about 1100Z, the 
system remained very active for the entire time the aircraft were in 
the area. For example, QUADRA reported intensity codes ranging from 
4-5 and cloud tops ranging from 45,000' (12Z) to 35,000' (15Z) during 
the time span that research aircraft were in the area. This cluster 
was one of the most active of the experiment, one of the best organized 
systems, and certainly the most stationary.* This lack of movement 
enabled the aircraft to come closer to completely encompassing the area 
of intense convection than any mission thus far in GATE. The combined 
ship and aircraft data for this day should prove to be an interesting 
set indeed.

Mission 248-2

Mission Plan

The mission plan is outlined in the appended briefing sheet, (note: 
not included here). The original plan was to have the Queenair and 
Electra intercompare after takeoff. After intercomparison the Queenair 
was to do a synoptic cross-section to the east at 500' out and 10,000' 
back. If an interesting feature were encountered, such as a squall 
line, the flight track would be modified in order to work this feature.

Mission Execution

The execution of this mission was hampered both by delays in the 
printing of the morning satellite pictures and by problems with the 
Queenair INS. The morning satellite products were, at times, 1% hours 
old before they were received by the MS. This meant that the Queenair 
scientist had to leave for the originally scheduled 10:30 take-off be
fore the 0900 2-mile picture was available. The INS problems resulted

* It is interesting to note that, for all its apparent organization, the 
system was definitely on its way down by 15Z. By 18Z the 2-mile satel
lite photograph showed that the cluster was dead. There was no evi
dence of its existence in the next day's photographs.
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in the mission first being delayed and finally being aborted.

The initial take-off was delayed when the INS system failed to 
align properly. At that time it appeared that the mission would be 
cancelled and the aircraft scientist returned to the GOCC. After the 
aircraft scientist had left, the platform was successfully aligned and 
the aircraft was taken up for a test flight. The platform appeared to 
be working and the aircraft scientist was called back to the aircraft 
to continue the mission as planned. In the meantime, the MS had seen 
the 1000 2-mile satellite photograph. This picture showed an apparently 
westward moving squall line having its leading edge at about 15°N, 13°W. 
This information was relayed to the Queenair pilot since the MS was 
unable to find the Queenair aircraft scientist. It was not until the 
12Z 2-mile photograph that it became clear that the squall line was 
propogating more to the SW and that the edge along 15N was not as act
ive. However, by the time this information was received it was 1330 
and too late to affect the mission.

The Queenair successfully penetrated the weak western edge of 
the system along 15N. However, the INS failed again shortly after pene
tration and only rough wind information (using DME) was obtained on 
the 10,000' return leg.

Conclusions

This mission can only be considered a partial success due to the 
failure to obtain the 10,000' cross section. However, the low-level 
data should prove interesting since this flight represents the first 
aircraft cross section through any type of West African squall line. 
Finally, since the flight track began over the ocean, some interesting 
data on the sea-land transition at low levels were also gathered.

De-briefing Comments from Aircraft Scientists

Mission 248-4

IL-18C: Borovikov said that they did not penetrate any Cb's.
Melnichuck observed convective code 5 but no heavy precipitation or 
severe turbulence. The aircraft encountered severe icing.

IL-18M: Aircraft flew A -A„ -A^ -A^ -A -A^. Encountered hail 
which destroyed the albedometer.' Generally moderate turbulence. En
countered the greatest turbulence (0.2 -.3G) in freezing rain at 1201Z 
(just before reading A^ on the initial box). Aircraft was always in 
cloud. Data for winds recorded every 2 minutes.

CV-990: Flew the box twice at 35K and once at 39. Flew \ of a fourth
box (A^-A^) before leaving for Dakar. Never above cloud tops. Encoun
tered moderate turbulence along A„-A each time the'area was traversed 
(3 times). In Ci almost all of tne time. However, at A^ the aircraft 
broke into the clear and was underneath an anvil. At A^ it was clear 
to the West. Light tubulence at 39,000'. Along A^-A^ winds were E
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to NE at 10-15 kts with some winds to 28 kt. In the other regions the 
winds were low and from the W and S.

L-188: Definitely not a decaying system. Generally light NE winds 
in the western part of the box CA -A 1. Strong WSW winds in the southern

of the pattern but it seemed to be moving northward. Along A^-A^ and 
A^-A^ winds were light and variable. Significant vertical shear both 
in speed and direction between the surface and flight level (1500').
It was not uncommon for the surface wind speed to exceed that at flight 
level. 25 kt winds at the surface in the southern part of the pattern.

US C-130: (AMS) At 5000' and below there should be strong convergence. 
Pattern placement was based on QUADRA radar. Up to 20 kt easterly 
winds around A^ on the first circuit. Up to 20 kt easterlies around 
A_ on the second circuit. 17 kt westerlies near A^. Northerly winds 
along A^-A^. It was not particularly turbulent.

UK C-130: This was a very good system. There definitely was strong 
convergence at 500 ft. System appeared better organized and more com
pact on the 2nd pass. On the second circuit each of the four corners 
was in the clear. Spiral bands were observed on the aircraft radar.
The aircraft scientist observed that he had never seen more impressive 
echoes from an aircraft radar. This was the best system yet. The 
aircraft scientist was amazed to learn that the system appeared to be 
dying on the late afternoon satellite photographs.

Note: The MS thinks that the comments of the aircraft scientists on 
the lower level aircraft are particularly interesting in the light of 
how rapidly the system collapsed in the later part of the day.

Mission 248-2:

Queenair: Section was obtained through the N portion of the squall 
line. They were N of the main portion of activity but this was not 
obvious until they had penetrated the system. Good wind data until 
1329 to 1341 (did not observe exact time that the INS failed). Using 
DME they computed 50 kt easterly winds at 10,000'. On the low level 
crossing of the coast line strong gradients were observed.

part of the pattern. was in the southern part
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Mission Scientist's Log

0715 - Conversation with Hudlow. Informed him that AMS would be con
tacting him 11:15-11:30 for latest information. No fax from 
OCEANOGRAPHER. Their transmitter is out with no chance of 
fixing without air drop of parts. Hudlow sees echoes to E, N, 
and W. Major systems to the NW and NE, level 5, tops to 35K. 
These two systems appear to have merged. At this time echoes 
are persistent and moving to the SW at 5 kt.

0900 - Queenair and Sabreliner Briefing - After intercomparison with 
the Electra, Queenair does synoptic cross section at 500' out, 
10,000' back, as shown in the scientific flight plan. If an 
interesting situation, e.g., squall line, arises along the 
track the flight would be modified in order to work this feature. 
If pattern intersects an intense squall line the flight plan 
would be modified to a box at 500' or 1000' and 10,000'. 
Sabreliner: albedo survey in Casamance or 7B1 in Lima area.

0920 - P3 called Duncan Ross for coordinates of ART grid. Ross could 
not be found. Finally found Ross at 9:27. Recommend that 
Oceanography representative always be present to set P3 
coordinates. Location of ART grid (SST map) 08°46'N,23ci20'W.

1000 - 0900 radar description from GILLIS and OCEANOGRAPHER. Will 
get further radar information from OCEANOGRAPHER at 10:15.

1020 - Queenair aborts due to INS failure.

1025 - Verbal radar description from OCEANOGRAPHER. 2 significant 
features in last (0700) code. EW line to N of OCEANOGRAPHER 
and long broken set of echoes to NE. West portion of line has 
decreased in intensity. East end of line has merged with blob 
and is intensifying. Most intense activity falls to east of 
C scale. West end of line has decreased in activity. No sig
nificant movement. Echo intensity is up.

1030 - Message to Cox:
1. GILLIS radar indicates an intense line of echoes WNW to 
ESE right over their position. Cores 50 db.

2. 0900 satellite agrees with GILLIS and QUADRA radar. EW line 
of echoes across QUADRA intersects the WNW to ESE line from 
GILLIS.

3. 1025 - OCEANOGRAPHER: 2 significant echo features: EW 
line through C array and blob to the east. Hudlow says that 
the western portion of the line is decreasing in activity.
This is portion in C-scale array. No significant movement of 
echo pattern.
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4. 0930 satellite generally agrees with Hudlow description. 
QUADRA also says that most intense activity to the east.
Suggest a box to the east of the C-scale array with SW corner 
anchored near the QUADRA.

1100 - Message on QUADRA fax: HECLA balloon below 60 m from 1200-1800Z. 
METEOR FLOP 600 m, QUADRA unchanged.

1105 - GATE control called and said there was a conflict between P3 
mission and 1A. P3 had to be moved out of the C-scale array 
in order to allow 1A to be flown. Aircraft scientist on P3 
requested advice from Ross as to where he should go. Ross was 
unavailable. When P3 missions are flown there must be an 
oceanographic assistant MS on duty all the time that the P3 
mission is being flown. I could give no recommendations ex
cept for P3 to get out of the C-scale array.

1110 - After a test hop, the Queenair determined that INS was O.K. and 
decided to fly misison. Relayed message to aircraft scientist 
through pilot. Squall line east of Dakar, leading edge accord
ing to 1000 2-mi satellite 15°N 13°W.

1125 - Queenair called and said that they were off at 11:22.

1155 - Received Cox's Box:

A1
0944N 2120W

0816N 2120W

*3
0816N 2300W

0944N 2300W

1206 - Queenair says they are going to work 15°N, 14W at 1305, i.e., 
squall line.

1405 - AMS called. 41C had completed 1st box. Cox reported NE winds 
in NE corner of box and SW winds in SW corner. Cox reports 
definite circulation.

1420 - 306D lost INS and had to abort. (Queenair)

1425 - Nicholls talked with Woods on DISCOVERY about mapping mission.
Woods said VFR conditions and he requested UK C-130 to do some 
mapping in his area. Nicholls worked out the pattern. Would 
require 1 hr.

1440 - Passed SST mapping pattern to Cox. Suggested that pattern
could be flown since 130 could leave and do mission after other 
aircraft had finished 1A.

1525 - Was informed that MTB would do 1 hr. oceanography.
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Airborne Mission Scientist Report 

RP - 3A

Mission No. 248-1 
Date 5 September 1974 
Type 6D
MS/Oceanography D. B. Ross 
AMS Sheldon Lazanoff 
Participating Aircraft RP-3A

1106Z
09°03'N, 21°37'W

2150Z 
05°32'N 
27°181

TRACK

Downwind

0950Z
10°33'N, 19°55'W

50 
3°36'N 
20°12'W

1035Z 
08°42'N 
22°16'W 1116Z 

08°59'N 
22° 00'W

Upwind

1135Z
07 50

00

1255Z Downwind

5°24rN
27°15’W
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Mission, RP-3A

Planning

Primary mission was type 6D for the following aircraft 5 September
1974.

Aircraft Altitude (ft) Arrival Time at IP (10O53'N 19°55'W)

RP-3A 500 0950Z

Decisions

The aircraft flew at 500 ft. measuring ocean surface waves with 
an airborne wave laser from the IP to 08°42'N, 22°16'W based on the 
predominant wind direction. Initially the wind was from 050° but mid
way during the flight the wind direction shifted to approximately 
260°. Additionally, the wave heights increased. Wind speed ranged 
from 6-16 kts during this leg. It had been hoped at this point to fly 
the 6B ART pattern centered at 8°46'N, 23°20'W. However, it was de
cided that visibility conditions would not allow this track to be flown 
since there were restrictions on flying close to the ships due to bal
loons flying. A laser upwind run was initiated at 07°59'N, 23°00'W 
and terminated at 05°32'N, 27°18W. The laser downwind run began at 
05024'N, 27°15'W and terminated at 8°36'N, 20°12'W. Neither track was 
flown in a straight line but followed the wind direction. One roll of 
200 ft 35 mm film was taken during the first leg.

The ART recorded SST during all legs of track.

Problems

The 35 mm camera ceased to work after the first roll of film was 
used. One of the gears froze and may be difficult to replace during the 
GATE experiment. The RP-3A radar did not work during the flight. It 
can be replaced by a back-up unit while the aircraft is on the ground. 
The dew point hygrometer was inoperative during the flight. The cause 
of the problem is still not known.

Comments

The wind speeds on the two long laser runs ranged from 12-22 knots 
from the SW and the laser was able to measure wind waves on the order 
of 1.5 meters. The ART also performed satisfactorily. Generally 
speaking the mission results were quite satisfactory. The one signifi
cant disappointment was the inability to fly the 6B ART pattern.
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Mission: 248-2
AMS: Zipser on Queenair
Mission Type: Squall Line
(Note: no airborne mission scientist report was written for this 
mission, hence the summary and comments made by the airborne mission 
scientist, extracted directly from the debriefing logs, are presented 
here.)

1. Began flight with the first water-land (cross) section,
1.e., 40-50 nm over water and over land at 500'. This should 
be quite interesting; done in undisturbed (fair) weather and 
light onshore flow.

2. 1000' section through rear flank of squall line and through 
back side should be extremely interesting and successful. 
Unfortunately had no time to penetrate leading edge - did not 
know where it was at the time. Did five sections through cool, 
dry, raining area to rear of squall. Return path at 10000 ft 
was without INS but should be interesting and pertinent thermo
dynamic data.

Summary: Interesting and mostly successful flight, (however), this 
was a flight where a near-real time satellite picture could have led 
us to the active part of system - even the lh hour delay was too much 
in this case.
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Mission: 248-3
AMS: Albrecht on Sabreliner
Mission Type: 7B1
(Note: no airborne mission scientist report was written for this 
mission, hence, the statements presented here were extracted directly 
from the debriefing logs of the airborne mission scientist.)

Flew out of Dakar at 16K. Flew low-level flight (500') over 
southern Senegal to make albedo measurements. Flight moderately 
successful. Cloud cover during ^ 15 min. deteriorated the scientific 
value of some of the radiation measurements.
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Mission 248-4 
AMS - S. Cox
Mission Type 1A Box pattern

Pattern Coord's
A 1

09°44''N 21°20 'W

A2
08°161'N 21°20 •W

A 3
08°161•N 23°00''W

\
09°441'N 23°001'W

A/C Altitudes

CV-990 35000' 39000'
IL-18C 25000'
IL-18M 16000'
NOAA C-130 5000'
L-188 1500'
UK C-130 500'

Tethered balloon operations on all ships except VISE and HECLA 
were not affected. It was necessary to keep the balloons on the two 
aforementioned ships below 60 meters for the duration of the aircraft 
mission. At the beginning of the mission the NOAA C-130 made an air 
drop at ship QUADRA and then went to position A^ at 5000'. This addi

tional run from QUADRA to A^ may aiSo yield useful meteorological 

data.

From the surface to 5000' there was significant convergence into 
the box defined by the pattern. Flight notes compiled by aircraft 
scientists on board the UK C-130, L-188 and US C-130 document this 
fact.

Radar information from ships QUADRA and OCEANOGRAPHER obtained 
directly by the lead A/C and through GOCC were used in establishing 
the size and placement of the pattern.

Only minor modifications from plans were made. The U.S. C-130 
did not go to the A^ turn around point but turned at A because of 
range limitations. The IL-18C flew the pattern at 25,000' because 
of icing conditions at 22,000'. Otherwise, at this time no other modi
fications to the plan were made.

From both an operational point of view and from a cursory review 
of the meteorological situation, the mission should be considered 
very successful.
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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED 
ON A-SCALE MAPS

SURFACE WIND CHART

D g Ship's course (true) made good during the three hours pre
ceding the time of observation. See Code 0700 WMO No. 306.

v g Ship's average speed made good during the three hours pre
ceding the time of observation. See Code 4451 WMO No. 306.

T T T  Sea-surface temperature in tenths of a degree Celsius.
W W W

^PwPw®wH-w Wind wave group. 3 is group indicator; period of waves in 
seconds; height of the waves in units of 0.5 m.

d d P H H Swell group. True direction, in tens of degrees, fromvv îj vv
which waves are coming; period of waves (Code 3155 WMO No. 
306); and height of the waves in units of 0.5 m.

dddff Direction and speed of wind in mps or kt as reported; never
theless, barbs on shaft always indicate speed in kt.

700-MB CHART

hhh Geopotential of the 700-mb surface in geopotential meters.

Ex., 163 = 3163 m.

TTT Air temperature in tenths of a degree Celsius.

DD Coded dew-point depression. See Code 0777 WMO No. 306.

dddff Direction and speed of wind in mps or kt as reported; never
theless, barbs on shaft always indicate speed in kt.

200-MB CHART

hhh Geopotential of the 200-mb surface in geopotential deca
meters. Ex., 235 = 12350 m.

TTT Air temperature in tenths of a degree Celsius. For sign,
see Code 3931 WMO No. 306.

DD Same as 700-mb chart.

dddff Same as 700-mb chart.

NOTE: Winds at surface over ocean and at 500-600 m over land are both 
included on surface wind chart.
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EXPLANATION OF SYMBOLS USED 
ON B-SCALE MAPS

SURFACE SHIP

PPP Surface pressure in tenths of a mb.

TT Air temperature in degrees Celsius.

ww Present weather - decoded (see CODE 4677, WMO No. 306).

T,T, Dewpoint in degrees Celsius,
d d

T T T  Sea-surface temperature in tenths of a degree Celsius.
W W W

Cloud Group N c h C C - decoded. (See codes 2700, 0513, 1600, 
h L M H
0515 and 0509, WMO No. 306, for specifications of symbolic 
letters, respectively.)

W Past weather - decoded. (See code 4500, WMO No. 306.) The
period covered by W is 6 hr.

a Characteristic of the pressure tendency during the three
hours preceding the time of observation, and amount in 
mb and tenths of mb.

RR Amount of precipitation in mm for the 6-hr period preceding
observation time. (See code 3577, WMO No. 306.)

dddff True direction of wind in degrees rounded to nearest 10°
(shaft), and speed in knots (barb).

700- and 200-mb MAPS

see legend for A-scale maps, page 29

GATE AND COMMERCIAL AIRCRAFT OBSERVATIONS

hhh Flight level in hundreds of feet.

TT Air temperature in degrees Celsius.

dddff True direction of wind in degrees and speed in knots.

GGGG Time of observation in hours and minutes GMT.

NOTE: On charts, GATE and commercial aircraft are differentiated
by solid and open observation rectangles, respectively.
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dddff

AIRCRAFT MODEL

700-mb 5 September 1974 1200Z
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TTT O  hhh TT □  hhh
DD W

dddff dddff 

SHIP MODEL AIRCRAFT MODEL

c
200-mb 5 September 1974 1200Z
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DATE: 5 September 1974 MISSION SCIENTIST(S): Pennell

JULIAN DAY: 248

Mission
Number

Mission

Type

P=Prim.

A=Alter.

Aircraft
and

Aircraft
Scientist

Time of 

Take Off 
and 

Landing 
(GMT)

Lat. and 

Long. (°) 
of IP and 
Time of 
Arrival

Pattern 

Flown and 
Number of 
Circuits

Pattern
Altitude
(feet)

Intercom
parison with, 
or Calibrations, 
and number of 
each

248-1 6D

(P)

P-3A
Lazanoff

0845
1620

1033N
1955W
0950Z

Line (4) 500
500
500
500

Self (4)

248-2 10

(P)

Queen Air 
Zipser

1122
1518

1438N
1727W
1122Z

Line (4) 500
1,000
5,000

10,000

Self (1)

248-3 7B1

(P)

Sabreliner
Albrecht

1039

1317

1438N
1727W

1039Z

Line (1) 500

248-4 1A

(P)

L-188
Grossman

1030
1710

0930N
2130W
1203Z

Box (2) 1.500
1.500

Self (2)

248-4 1A

(P)

US-C130
Davis

0950

1745
0930N
2130W
1228Z

Box (2) 5.000
5.000

Self (1)

248-4 1A

(P)

IL-18M
Prokofiev

1006
1603

0930N
2130W
1138Z

Box (2) 16,000
16,000
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AIRBORNE MISSION 248-1 Lazanoff (P-3A) 248-3 Albrecht (Sabreliner)

s c i e n t i s t ^ ) -  248~2 ZiPser <Queen Air> 248'4 Cox (US-C130)

Down Weather Encountered Summary and

Systems in Route and in Pattern Evaluation

Meteorological instru
ments, dew point hygro
meter, sea surface temp, 
inop. throughout, 35 mm 
camera inop. after 1115Z.

In route: N/C
In pattern: Partly cloudy, heavy 
rain squalls at times.

Measurement of wind waves was 
successful, but the sea surface 
temp, mapping mission (6B) 
could not be flown because the 
grid was centered too close to 
ships which had balloons up.

INS inop. after 1345Z. 
Refractometer question
able.

In route: Suppressed off coast, 
small Cu over land.
In pattern: 3,000 ft cloud tops 
over land increasing to 12,000 ft 
cloud tops further inland. Band of 
moderate showers encountered with 
active, growing Cbs.

Partially successful, but in
teresting flight through rear 
flank of squall line. Did not 
penetrate leading edge. Good 
cross-section through cool dry 
raining area to rear of squall.

Sea surface temp. inop. 

1230Z. INS and doppler 
inop. throughout.

In route: N/C

In pattern: Suppressed Cu with 
some As and Ci. Some Cu cong en
countered.

Flight moderately successful. 

Cloud cover during about 15 
minutes deteriorated the scien
tific value of some of the rad
iation measurements.

Fixed alpha vane, rotat

ing beta vane, and up
ward pyranometer inop. 
throughout. Sea surface 
temp. inop. after 1545Z.

In route: Scattered Cu, As, Ci. 
In pattern: Enhanced convection 
which appeared to be in bands 
oriented E-W. Large directional 
and speed wind shears in lower 
boundary layer. Convection ap
peared to increase with time.

Two soundings made, also a 

radiation profile made on re
turn to Dakar. The 1A pattern 
was well chosen by the AMS. 
Generally enhanced convective 

activity with definite low- 
level dynamic forcing of the 
system. Surface wind speeds 
high.

Downward radiometer inop. 

after 1200Z.
In route: Scattered Cu, overcast 
Ac.
In pattern: Numerous rain showers, 
overcast Ac. Not much turbulence.

Generally successful flight.

Spectral albedometer inop. 
after 1201Z.

In route: N/C
In pattern: Overcast. Ac, broken 
Ci and Sc. Heavy freezing rain 
with moderate icing; hail encoun
tered. Moderate turbulence.

Aircraft was in cloud through
out the mission.

i
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DATE: 5 September 1974 MISSION SCIENTIST(S): Pennell

JULIAN DAY: 248

Mission
Number

Mission

Type

P=Prim.
A=Alter.

Aircraft
and

Aircraft
Scientist

Time of 

Take Off 
and 

Landing 

(GMT)

Lat. and 

Long. (°) 
of IP and 
Time of 
Arrival

Pattern 
Flown and 
Number of 
Circuits

Pattern
Altitude
(feet)

Intercom

parison with, 
or Calibrations, 

and number of 
each

248-4 1A

(P)

IL-18C
Melnichuk

1017
1533

0930N
2130W
1146Z

Box (1) 25,000

248-4 1A

(P)

CV-990

Peterson
1058
1622

0930N
2130W
1200Z

Box (3) 

Line (2)

35.000
35.000
39.000
20.000 
20,000

Self (2)

248-4 1A

(P)

UK-C130
Wass

1044
2000

0930N
2130W
1217Z

Box (2) 

Box (2)

500
500
500
500

Ship: DIS
COVERY,
Self (4)
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AIRBORNE MISSION 243-1 Lazanoff (P-3A) 248-3 Albrecht (Sabreliner) 

SCIENTIST(S)• 248-2 Zipser (Queen Air) 248-4 Cox (US-C130)

Down

Systems

Weather Encountered 

in Route and in Pattern

Summary and 

Evaluation

Static temp., air speed 
and wind measuring sys
tems inop. from 1401 to 
1509Z.

Dew point hygrometer inop. 
throughout. Printer 

turned off from 1428 to 
1441Z.

Refractometer in error in 
rain from 1219 to 1229Z, 
from 1234 to 1309Z and 
after 1820Z.

In route: Scattered Cu Hum and Ci, 
In pattern- Ac and Cs overcast. 
Severe icing encountered. Convec
tive code 5 clouds, layers of Cs, 
As, Ac and Sc observed, also Cbs.

In route: Scattered Cu, Ac, over
cast Ci.
Ir. pattern: Encountered a large 
ccnvective mass with the major 
rain on the S side of the pattern. 
Deep convection with moderate tur
bulence on the S and E-W portion 
of pattern.

In route: Very suppressed condi
tions. Scattered Cu and Ci.
In pattern: Moderate to heavy rain 
during most of mission. Occasional 
moderate turbulence.

Convective code 5 clouds, but 
no heavy precipitation, nor 
severe turbulence encountered. 
Severe icing.

Achieved basic objective of 
mission. Most of flight was 

in continuous Ci. Basic dis
turbance had a mushroom appear
ance. Good budget data ob 
tained.

Very good cluster system, best 
to date. First pattern showed 
convergence in the box, the 
second pattern indicated that 
the cluster had become more 
organized into a cyclonic cir
culation with the center in the 
N part of the pattern. A 6B 
add-on mission was flown under 
broken Ac with occasional 
slight showers.
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Note: Detailed flight tracks were not plotted at Dakar for missions 
248-1 and 248-3.
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Note: These ttacks are mislabeled: USA DC-6 did not fly; aircraft was 
USA C-130.
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